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user_tasks module is broken (does not show the tasks)

Status
 Closed

Subject
user_tasks module is broken (does not show the tasks)

Version
2.x
3.x

Category
• Error

Feature
Modules
Task

Resolution status
Fixed

Submitted by
Caldrac

Volunteered to solve
Philippe Cloutier

Lastmod by
Philippe Cloutier

Rating
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ (0) ☞

Description
The User-Task-System is working fine but the tasks are not shown in the module. By clicking preview in admin-modules the tasks are shown both in the module-preview and in the module itself. This bug appeared both with updating tw from 1.9.4 to 1.9.7 to 1.9.10. and with a clean 1.10 installation.

Solution
Add a "global $perms" to fix the task preference check. Fixed on trunk in r22072.

Importance
4

Demonstrate Bug
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tikiwiki.org

Version: trunk ▼ Create show2.tikiwiki.org instance
Ticket ID
1275

Created
Thursday 02 August, 2007 13:16:29 GMT-0000

LastModif
Wednesday 07 October, 2009 07:52:16 GMT-0000

Comments

carpasbo 05 Mar 10 23:28 GMT-0000

1.-how can I Add a "global $perms" to fix the task preference check.

2.-The fix r22072 in which upgrade version is. I am working with tikiwiki 3.1
Thank in advance

Philippe Cloutier 06 Mar 10 00:48 GMT-0000

1. You would need to modify your modules/mod-user_tasks.php file.

2. The fix was released in Tiki 4.0.

Terrix 17 Mar 10 18:23 GMT-0000

Hi, I am not into programming and stuff, but i need this module working for my intranet. So i need an extended HowTo
I opened modules/mod-user_tasks.php and added $perms to the global line
but it didn't worked.
What am I doing wrong?

Philippe Cloutier 17 Mar 10 18:41 GMT-0000

The variable you need to declare as global is $tiki_p_tasks
The original document is available at
http://dev.tiki.org/item1275-user_tasks-module-is-broken-does-not-show-the-tasks